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Alternator – The Alternate way
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Abstract: This paper presents a preliminary research based on a Cattle driven electric power generator. Using cattle in the
rural area, 300W of electricity has been successfully generated; while with the modified gear system, it is expected to
comfortably go up to 600W. With initial cost of less than Rs. 15000/- per system, our payback period is less than four
months! This is a somewhat an innovative and unknown technology, which offers a new vision for electric power generation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

All that happens in the world is the occurrence of flow of
energy in one of its forms. It is the primary and most
universal extent of all types of work by human beings and
the nature. Energy is a significant input in all segments of a
country’s economy. When we are out of options then only
we flinch to think out of the box; in the case of increasing
demand of electric power around the globe we have limited
number of resources to cope up the huge demand of electric
power. As the energy demand is increasing all over the
world, there is always demand for a renewable energy source
which is environment friendly. Also in the near future there
will be a significant increase in the electric power
consumption in vehicles [1]. To limit the associated increase
in fuel consumption (and CO2 emission), smart strategies
for the generation, storage/retrieval, distribution and
consumption of the electric power can be used [2].

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

There are many loads (such as remote villages, islands, etc.)
that are sometimes away from the main grid. They may
require stand-alone generator system (which can provide
constant nominal voltage and frequency) to provide local
electrical power for their daily demand in small quantity.
Other associated problem is concerned with the health of
cattle. Due to decrease in farming land, grazing fields are
reduced and cattle have no much physical work to perform.
Thus, there is need to have cattle exercisers to keep them
healthy and fit.

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION

In addition to the various utilizations and products we can
obtain from farm animals, there is a simple apparatus that
can use to generate electric power. Cattle power can be used
in off-grid systems and may also called stand-alone systems.
This is not associated to any electric distribution system or
grid. It consists only of a coupling shaft, a gear box, and an

alternator. As the animal strides around the central shaft,
the shaft’s movement runs an alternator, and electricity is
generated. The electric energy can be stored in batteries and
be used as when required and also it can be used directly
otherwise. The benefits here are two-fold. First is that we
get electricity and secondly it is beneficial for the health of
animal. Further, with the use of this apparatus there is no
harm to environment as this is totally emission free. This is
best suited for the remote site applications and rural
segments that have small to moderate power requirements.
or small power consuming applications which are mostly
comprised of small home lighting systems, television, fans,
mobile phone charging etc. so it provides people the prospect
to overlook traditional electrical power supply and meet their
own power needs locally.

4. METHODOLOGY

This preliminary research is based on a Cattle driven
electric power generator and the strategy is tested in a real
environment. This product is designed and developed to
produce localized electricity in villages in most simple &
sustainable way. This is just a simple apparatus that can
use to generate electric power. It consists only of a coupling
shaft, a gear box, and an alternator. Furthermore we can
add on battery bank with inverter unit. It is just like a
traditional KOLHU (in which sugarcane juice is extracted
by using animal traction). The Figure 1 exhibits the
structure and functioning of this cattle driven electric
generator.

As is clear from the figure, a cow/bull pulls the coupling
shaft in a circular motion. Cattle can walk for 3 to 4 hours
continuously at natural speed, in a circular path so it is tied
to an appropriate lever rod. Distance from center is 6m,
which makes the animals move in comfort and can provide
sufficient torque. The motion is geared up with the help of
a gear box of ratio 1:1680 and finally it rotates the alternator
at 1500-1600. Electricity from the attached generator output
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is coupled to the load. Further this can be used on-line or
off-line (through battery storage).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This method of generating electricity by using cattle power
is tested in real environment and it delivers satisfactory
results. Cattle engaged with the apparatus walks at pace of
1 rpm approximately which spins shaft of gearbox and gear
box designed by us is of ratio 1:1680 so this much rpm is
sufficient for 2kva alternator. The output voltage which we
have measured is 195 volts (approximately) and we have
drawn up to 300 watts of electric energy successfully.
However, with higher loads, there appeared a little problem
of slip in the gears, for which a new gear design is proposed.
Assuming a comfortable 600W output per cattle, a total of
1.2kWhrof electric energy is generated per hour per pair,
and with another assumption that the farmer has two such
pairs and they can be alternated for a total of 12 hours in a
day, the daily generation comes out to be 14.4 unit. One
unit electric energy from diesel powered electric generator
costs more than Rs. 10/-. It can be safely assumed that we
can produce electric energy of Rs. 144/- per day, which
translates to more than Rs. 50000/- annually. With initial
cost of less than Rs. 15000/- per system, our payback period
is less than four months! This is a somewhat an innovative
and unknown technology, which offers a new vision for
electric power generation. The unique aspect of cattle driven
electric generator is that it is works as a sort of exerciser for
cattle; keep them healthy and fit.

6. CONCLUSION

Due to rapid growth in the population and standard of living,
we are facing with energy crisis. Conventional sources of
energy are progressively depleting. Also there are many
loads (such as remote villages, islands, etc.) that are
sometimes away from the main grid. Cattle power can be
used in off-grid systems and may also called stand-alone
systems. The cattle powered electric generator is tested in a
real environment. Barring a few mechanical problems, it
successfully generated 300 W of power with a single cattle
and holds promising 600W generation with some
modifications. This is a renewable resource of energy which
is inexhaustible and free from emissions hence this is a clean
energy resource which allows provides local energy
independence especially in rural segment. It is beneficial
for cattle farmers as it may fulfill their daily electric power
needs, along with providing the necessary exercise to the
cattle.

7. FUTURE SCOPE

There is need to have a rugged gear system, preferable with
five pairs of gears with deeper grooves to avoid slips. The
new design must not have any slip on the higher loads and
thus will have a longer life. To match the energy produced
with that of the load demand on cycle to cyclebasis, there is
a need to have a storage system using, batteries, inverter
and the necessary switching system.

Figure 1: Cattle Driven Electric Generator

It can produce up to 600 watts of electric energy with
one healthy cow or buffalo, whichis sufficient for small
electric power requirements for daily needs. It has zero
running cost, zero maintenance cost, zero emission
technology, which is convenient to install in rural
setups.Cattle are readily available in rural areas and they
just sit idle without any work at all in most of the time of
the year. The milk yielding cattle are seldom put to use,
though they need exercise, barring a few months of their
pregnancy and post-delivery period.

4.1. Description of Apparatus

The apparatus consists of four components as described
follows:

(1) Alternator-2 KVA, 50 Hz, 1-Phase, 1500 RPM.This
costs around Rs. 7000/-.

(2) Gear box - Gear box consists of three pairs of gear
sets of gear ratio 1:10, 1:12 & 1:14.and a bevel set
of 1:1 ratio. And this costs Rs. 5000/- including
brackets, ball bearings and lathe machine work and
labor charges.

(3) Foundation–It is a steel frame used for mounting
of gearbox and alternator. And this costs Rs. 550/-

(4) Coupling shaft - It is a steel pipe of length 6 meters.
This costs Rs. 1100/-.

4.2. Construction Process

The whole construction process is performed in the village
nearby with the help of local mechanic of combine
harvesters. In first phase we have constructed a gear box
with three pairs of gears sets with gear ratio of 1:10, 1:12
and 1:14, also one bevel set is engaged with it for the
change in orientation. All gear assemblies on shaft are then
installed in an enclosed steel box with brackets and ball
bearings. In second phase we mounted the gear box and
alternator on a foundation. At last we attached a coupling
shaft with a unit.
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